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41. Overview of the French Market
France has three huge automotive constructors: Peugeot, Citroën and Renault. Peugeot and 
Citroën are a same organization in a company named PSA, so they have the same project in 
research and development and for Renault it is the same case with the Nissan Company.
During all my research I noticed that the market of the electric car in France is very small but 
since the beginning of this year and the launch of several electric vehicles from French car ma-
kers the market grows up fast but stays still a small business.
I created an excel files to show the sales numbers:
51.1. Comment and predication
As we can notice in the charts, the French market grew up very fast but the French customers 
continue to buy mainly French cars and, as we know, famous electrics cars come now from 
Japan. In France we have 481 cars for one thousand citizens, which is less than in Finland. Ho-
wever, during these last two years the French market has been reducing constantly and French 
companies are having some difficulties, especially Peugeot. But for the electrical vehicles, the 
French market is special, because the government is one of those helping the most in the world 
to allow the citizens to access to this kind of cars.
Actually I don´t see the number of electric vehicles grow that fast because, like in Finland, 
French customers need a car to travel long distances because big cities are separated by more 
than 200km. But I think that in the future we will see more and more “car sharing” like Autolib 
6used by the French, as it could become an another way to travel with more mobility than urban 
transport and also more economic than using one’s own car. The number of electric vehicles 
continues to grow, but I think the next big step will be made when companies start to change 
their vehicles fleet for electric vehicle. We are going in this direction because a tax is made on 
the CO2 emissions for company fleet vehicles, so if a company doesn’t want to pay this tax they 
will have to switch for an electric car.
The key of the electric markets is, like for other countries, the capacity to recharge faster and, 
of course, the range of the car. But I think the key of the market is actually not in the hands of 
the OEM but in the hands of companies of infrastructure, for instance DBT or Schneider Elec-
tric. Because if people start seeing how fast electric cars are recharged and recharge station 
in every city and every gas station, they will consider this kind of car like another one and not 
something “green” made just to help the earth and the environment. And that is what Renault 
has understood well because, in addition to the launch of electric cars, it has partnerships with 
a lot of infrastructure projects (especially with Schneider Electric) and is also starting to create 
its own recharge network with a project that I will detail more on page 24.
2. OEM´s and their project
I had some difficulties to find projects from manufacturers, because it can be seen that electric 
vehicles are something very important for the future of the companies, and are for this reason 
kept secret.
2.1.Peugeot-Citroën
Website: http://www.psa-peugeot-citroen.com/en
Peugeot and Citroën are different automotive constructors but they form the same company 
with the same directions and also the same project. So at this time we don’t have any specific 
projects for Citroën, this company has just taken off one electric vehicle, the Citroen C-Zero, 
which is the same than the Peugeot Ion.
Electric and Hybrid Vehicles:
Electric Vehicles:
Peugeot Ion: This car was created in collaboration between Peugeot and Mitsubishi, its cost 
is around 30 000 euros and you have 7 000 euros of bonus for the government. This car was 
launched in 2011. It is the same car than the Mitsubishi Imev. This car has a range of 130 km, a 
capacity of 16 kWh in its lithium ion battery.
7Hybrid Vehicles:
Hybrid4 Technology: This technology is based on the fact that the diesel motor runs the front 
wheel and the electric motor is placed in rear axle. This technology, created by PSA, can be 
found in a lot of cars, for example in 3008, 508 or DS5. You can choose between ZEV (Zero 
Emission Vehicle, which is 100 % electric mode), Auto (Automatic Mode) and Sport (Dynamic 
behavior) and 4WD to have four wheels all the time. The only problem is that the battery used 
with this technology is not lithium ion because this kind of battery costs too much money.
Peugeot 3008 Hybrid4:
This car is the second best seller of the hybrid cars in 2012 in the French market. This car is a 
four wheel hybrid car and was launched in autumn 2011. This car cost 33 660 euros with bonus 
reduction (740 euros). But you can only have 4 km in ZEV mode for a maximal speed of 60 km/h. 
The consummation is 3,8 l /100 km with a rejection of 99 CO2 grams.
Peugeot 508 Hybrid4: This car costs 39 200 euros with 3 920 euros of bonus from the govern-
ment. It uses the same technology than the Peugeot 3008. Peugeot declares a consummation 
of 3,6 l /100 km and a rejection of 95 CO2 grams.
Peugeot 508 Hybrid4:
It´s the Avant version of the Peugeot 508 with same technology but a consummation of 4,1 l 
/100 km due to the weight of the car, and a rejection of 102 CO2 grams.
8Citroen C-Zero: Same than Peugeot iON.
Citroen DS5 Hybrid4: It´s a Citroen DS5 with Hybrid4 technology created by PSA. This car has a 
consummation of 6,5 l / 100 km for a price of 40 000 euros with a bonus of 4 000 euros.
Project:
Hybrid Air: Hybrid Air is not that interesting for us because the hybrid is not electric, but an 
accumulation of air pressure.
Velv for Véhicule électrique Léger de Ville ( Light Electric City Vehicle):
Velv is a three-wheeler with a range of 100 km, and with an inside for three people and it is 
accredit for highway. It looks like the Renault Twizy. The target is to create a small ecological 
car for urban use.
Specifications: 2, 81 m, <700 kg
Energy: 8,5 kWh for 100 km of range just 85Wh by kilometer. The battery capacity is 20 Kwh.
9HYdole: Dominant hybrid electric:
HYdole is a project that France is helping to develop. The target is to create a car which shows 
the potential of a Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle. However, during my research I noticed that 
there were two kinds of Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles, one which is just a normal hybrid that 
can be recharged in the house, and other which is an Extended Range Electric Vehicle where 
the oil is not used to tract the vehicle but to recharge the battery like the Chevrolet Volt or Opel 
Ampera. I did a lot of research to know what kind of car Peugeot uses for the project, but didn´t 
find the answer. The car, however, looks like the first one. But there is not a real difference in the 
consumption of oil between these two kinds of cars.
This project looks like the new Toyota Pryus but in PSA it´s still a project. I hope Peugeot will 
move fast to a real car like the Ampera is, and if not, they will miss the beginning of the new 
automotive industry.
Parameters of the car: range of 500 km with oil and electrical battery. Emissions are <30g CO2/
Km.
208 Hybrid FE:
This project is an association between Total and Peugeot to create the most fuel efficient car 
with the reduction of the weight of the car and the consumption of the engine combined to an 
electric motor. The target is to get 42g CO2/km and 1,7 l /100 km. This car will be presented in 
autumn 2013.
We can see that Peugeot doesn´t have a 100% electrical project, but like in a lot of automotive 
companies many projects stay secret until the car gets out.
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2.2. Renault (Nissan)
Website: http://www.renault-ze.com/fr-fr/-5.html
Test Contact: eirik.thais@renault.com ; +33176877318. Test Zone: Arjeplog, Sweden.
Electric and Hybrid Vehicles:
ZE: Is the electric technology promoted by Renault and Nissan for Zero Emission. The concep-
tion of the electric car for Renault is different than for other automotive constructors, because 
Renault decided to rent their batteries, which costs between 79 and 122 euros by month. Also, 
Renault doesn´t have created a standard recharge, which means that a special WallBox is nee-
ded for recharging the battery. The WallBox costs 490 euros, with the installation of 370 euros. 
The possibility to know where the closest recharge stations can be found is optional and costs 
150 euros for 3 years.
Personal Comment: The electric cars of Renault are not very expensive, but I think that it is bet-
ter to make a higher price than to put more and more expenses, because it would create in the 
mind of the customer that the electric car costs a lot of money. But it is true that the rent of the 
battery could be a good way because the battery could be replaced for free and any autonomy 
would not be lost.
Renault Zoe: This car, launched by Renault at the beginning of 2013, is the best seller of electri-
cal cars in France with more than 3 000 unit sales. This car costs around 20 000 euros, with a 
reduction of 7 000 euros from the government. The range of this car is around 170 Km and it has 
a capacity of 22 Kwh and a lithium ion battery. The recharge for full battery is approximately 8 
hours but, like the Leaf, you can charge 80% of the battery in only 30 minutes with fast charger. 
This car was created for urban use; it is a small car between Mini and a Smart.
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Renault Fluence ZE: This car is the electric version of the Renault Fluence. It has a range of 130 
km and a battery capacity of 22 kWh. This is a family car like VW Passat and costs 27 000 euros 
with a bonus of 7 000 euros from the government.
Renault Twizy: This car is a mix between a car and a scooter and costs 7 000 euros with no reduc-
tion from the government as it is not considered as a car. It has an autonomy of 100 km and a 
capacity of 6,1 kWh.
With regard to Renault it needs to be reminded that this company is the same than Nissan. And 
in this automotive group it is Nissan that develops more the electric vehicle project.
Project:
With regard to electrical car projects, Renault doesn´t share a lot of information.
Nissan:
Nissan just launched the new Nissan Leaf in 2013. They reduced the weight of the car, which 
allowed to increase the range a little bit, and to make the recharge faster.
They want to create a real image of a green car to overcome Toyota in this market, like it is 
shown in their project to create an electric race car for 24h du Mans.
2.3. Bollore
Website: http://www.bollore.com/en-us
The Bluecar is the only car launched by Bollore. This car is famous in France because it is the car 
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selected to be the Autolib in Paris (page 57). The battery (LMP) has a capacity of 30 kWh and 
the range of the car is approximately 150 km. For personal customers the price is 20 000 euros 
with a 7 000 euros reduction from the government. This car was created for car sharing; it can 
already be seen it in Paris, and it will be seen in Lyon and in Bordeaux in 2014.
2.4. EXAGON MOTORS
Furtive-eGT:
The first electric sports car, Furtive-eGT was launched by Exagon, a French racing team. This 
car can go up to 100 km/h in only 3,5 seconds and has a capacity of 53 kWh (for 3 000 recharge 
cycles) for a range of 300 kilometers. This car was launched 3 years ago, but the final and com-
mercial version is not ready yet.
2.5. Mia
Website: http://www.mia-electric.com/
Mia is a small electric car with a capacity of 12 Kwh for a range of 100 km. The company has ac-
tually some problems with their sales, since Mia hasn’t been sold more than 70 cars by month. 
The company is hoping to sell more than 200 cars by month before the year 2014.
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2.6. Venturi
Website: http://en.venturi.fr/home
This French automotive company sells very expensive cars and only few units. Venturi has some 
electric cars.
Venturi Antarctica:
This car was created to do research in very clod areas like Antarctica. Antarctica is one of the 
regions of the world where pollution can be very dangerous for the environment, so a lot of 
scientists are waiting for this kind of car to explore. This car can work in a temperature of -50 
degree Celsius and has a range of 150 km for a maximum speed of 40 km/h with its two electri-
cal motors.
Venturi Electric: This is more of a technologic demonstrator than a real car. This car is energeti-
cally completely independent.
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Venturi Fetish: This car is the first electric sports car. The price is 358 000 euros with a 7 000 
euros bonus from the government. Venturi makes only ten Venturi Fetish cars by year, as all 
the cars are made by hand. The battery capacity is 54 kWh and its autonomy is approximately 
300 km. This new battery generation is called Lithium-Ion Polymer. It is more expensive than 
a simple Li-ion but also easier to place and better in use, and also the battery is managed by a 
specific software developed by Ventec.
Venturi America: This is a concept based on and with the same specification than the Venturi 
Fetish but in a buggy version.
Venturi Voltage: This concept is a fruit of the collaboration between Venturi and Michelin to put 
inside a car, with the same battery specification than the Venturi Fetish, a four ActiveWheel 
Motor (see Michelin in page 16).
Venturi had also made some electric cars, for example the Citroën Berlingo which is used by the 
postal service in France.
2.7. Lumeno
Website: http://www.lumeneo.fr/welcome.php
Neoma:
Neoma is a small city car with a battery capacity of 14 kWh and with a range of 100 km for 
22 000 euros with a 7000 euros bonus from the government, and an amount of 145 euros by 
month needs to be added for the rent of the battery.
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3. Suppliers
3.1. Valeo
Website: http://www.valeo.com/en/the-group/
Project:
Hybrelec: The hybrelec project looks like the Peugeot project called HYdole. The target of this 
project is to create a hybrid rechargeable car like the new Toyota Pryus, with a 30% increase 
in the electric range performance, a reduction of 25% of the CO2 emissions, and to develop 
an innovative way to manage the thermic variation in the car. This project will be finished this 
year and will allow to Valeo to develop this competence in electrical vehicles, to accelerate the 
commercialization of this kind of vehicles and to be able to create a car that can have a range 
of 200 km in all electric modes.
VEGA/THOP: It´s the alliance between an electric car with a very long range and optimized 
heaters inside the car to extend more the range of the car. The target is to save 30% of the 
energy used by the heaters, for doing that they manage the air, use heat pumps inside the car 
and also choose a type of the glass with more efficiency to keep the heat inside.
3.2. Michelin
Website: http://www.michelin.fi/
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Project:
Active Wheel: The new technology developed by Michelin is based on the fact that the engine, 
the brakes and an active damper are all inside the wheel. This way a lot of weight can be eco-
nomized in the car and cabin of the car can be easily managed. This kind of motor is now tested 
on some urban electric cars. The only problem is the regulation, because it is now forbidden to 
create a car with only electric control that we name full by wire. The problem is in the brakes, 
because if there is an electric problem inside the car, a mechanical emergency brake is needed, 
the motor can be used to brake also and helps the electric brake.
I have already worked for this kind of project and it looks great, but the motor doesn´t look po-
werful enough for the same kind of car than the Nissan Leaf but it could be a great extra engine.
3.3. SAFT
Website: http://www.saftbatteries.com/market-solutions/motive-power-vehicles
SAFT Company is specialized in developing and manufacturing lithium-ion batteries for indust-
rial use, like hybrid or electric cars.
For electric vehicles they have four different kinds of rechargeable lithium-ion batteries:
- 48 V Mild-Hybrid Module: For Micro-hybrid and mild-hybrid vehicles with a light weight, a 
compact design and a service life of 10 years.
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- 20V and 40V SLFLP Module: Quick and high recharge capabilities, like for regenerative brea-
king application.
- 22 V Li-ion Module: Made for light mobility applications, twice as compact and four times 
lighter than a conventional battery technology.
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- 24 V SLFP Module: Made for electric vehicles for a maximum range because it can be asso-
ciated for more than hundreds of kWh in only one functional entity (each module have 2kWh).
3.4. Ventec 
Web Site: http://www.ventec-bms.com/
This company is in charge of intelligent Battery Management System. I found this company 
when I searched for Venturi electric car. This company builds everything in the electric part in 
Venturi cars, manages the recharge and the discharge of the electric battery.
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4. Infrastructure
4.1. Technology
Normal/Accelerated/Fast Charging:
Electric vehicles can be charged in two different ways, with a normal electric charger at home 
or in a park station. These kind of installations have generally a power of 3kW (230V/16A) and 
the car needs from six to eight hours to be charged.
An accelerated charging station can also be used, powered by 22kW and allowing to the car to 
be charged in just one hour.
The fast charging station is an option powered by 43kW (400V/63A) for AC and 50kW 
(500V/100A) for DC electric network. This kind of stations can charge electric vehicles in less 
than 30 minutes.
Charge Mode:
Actually four different modes of charge can be used:
Mode 1: The first mode is a household socket (AC) with just a cable to link your car to it. This 
kind of installation can be difficult to secure and the available power is also one of the problems 
which is why a lot of OEM decide to move on to mode 2, to have a dedicated circuit for electric 
vehicles.
Mode 2: T5he second mode is like the first one, but the cable has a protection inside.
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The first two modes were used for old electric vehicles, actually every electric vehicle is moving 
to the third mode.
Mode 3: This mode is the same than the first two, but with a protection device directly con-
nected to the network and it is needed to use a specific cable charger, called Wall Box or rechar-
ge station, which can manage automatically the charge and cut it in case of a problem or when 
the batteries are full and allow to see the consummation of the car with some user interface.
Mode 4: This mode is used for fast charging with several secure installations because electric 
vehicles are directly connected to the main power grid (DC).
4.2. DBT-CVT
Website: http://dbtcev.fr/en/
This company, leader in electric vehicle recharge, was founded in 1990 in Douai (France), DBT 
has produced several products and also taken part in a lot of project like ModuloWatt. Actu-
ally there are 47 people working for this company, and it has some European distributors and 
recharge stations, for example in Finland, Sweden or Norway.
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Charging Solutions:
Wall box series:
The wall box series is made to be put inside a personal habitation and can be fixed in a wall or 
in the ground with a support. This model can be made for normal recharge (3kW) or accelera-
ted charging (22kw) with one or two plugs (16A /32A). There is also an optional identification 
control via key or RFID.
BBR series:
Like in the wall box series, one or two plugs can be chosen in 16A-230 V or 32A-400V for 3kW or 
22kW, and there is a possibility for identification by RFID, magnetic car or numeric keyboard. 
The recharge station can be connected to a supervision network. BBR series is small, protected 
against environment corrosion and ideal for limited ground space like supermarket parking.
GNS series:
This installation has the same parameters than the one above, but this one is made for indust-
rial installation. This recharge station is a compatible Open Charge Point Protocol (see page 33), 
an optional management and charging solution with also a LCD display for more information.
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HRC series:
This recharge station is made to recharge two or four electric vehicles with the same parame-
ters than other recharges seen above. This recharge system is created with a trapdoor to pro-
tect the recharge zone, and the station is considered like premium with a 4*20 cm LCD screen 
and a connection to the network recharge management.
Quick Charger:
This fast charger can charge in AC or DC electricity, works between -10 and 40 degrees but can 
be built for a temperature of -30 degrees with a cold option. Electric parameters: (22/43kW 
AC and 22/44 kW DC). Like the other one, there is a possibility to have wireless detection and 
network recharge management.
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Software Solutions:
There are four possible configurations:
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Standard and Optional features:
OpenChargePoint Protocol:
It is an open-source language code that allows several communications between the recharge 
station and the place where the system is managed. You can allow someone to access to the 
recharge, see the feedback of energy consumption, schedule charging sessions and control the 
recharge station. 
Project:
Solar Charging with AdvanSolar (see page 46):
DBT produce the recharge for this solar carport made by the company AdvanSolar. The confi-
guration of this recharge station is a 230V-16A like GNS or HRC series.
Independent Solar Carport with University El Hassan in Amman, Jordan with Net Energy:
This station, located on El Hassan Campus of the University of Amman, is completely isolated 
from the electric network and can charge a car in 4 hours with its 7kw (220V-32A) recharge 
station, where e-scooters or e-bikes can also been recharged. This was the first EV charging 
infrastructure in Jordan.
DBT has also created a Battery swap station for e-bikes and e-scooters and we can imagine that 
in a couple of years they will move on this kind of infrastructure for electric vehicles.
4.3. Schneider-Electric
Website: http://www.schneider-electric.com/site/home/index.cfm/fi/
Schneider Electric is a France-based multinational corporation that specializes in electricity 
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distribution, automation management and produces installation components for energy ma-
nagement. Now this company creates the majority of the electric recharge that can be found in 
France in the streets and also in homes.
Schneider is the constructor of the Wall Box for Renault electric cars, which is known for Schnei-
der as EVlink residential (3/22 Kw for 50/60Hz, mode 3). They also made a lot of recharge for 
outside like EVlink Voirie (3/22 Kw for 50/60Hz, mode 3, with 2 plugs) or EVlink station (AC: 
43kW with IEC 61309-2 plug or DC: 50kW Yazaki 125A plug, mode 4) which is a fast recharge 
system in urban cities as can be seen in the pictures below. They also participate in a lot of pro-
jects to develop the infrastructure for the electrical vehicles, especially with Renault.
Schneider has a department in Finland so maybe there could be a possibility for Centria to have 
a partnership with this company.
Project MOVEO-TREVE:
The target is to create a standard test to evaluate the capacity of a station to recharge elec-
tric vehicles. This project is multi-company managed by VERITAS but works with SCHNEIDER 
ELECTRIC. This project is run in order to have a complete test to classify the recharge stations 
based on the security, performance and the management of the energy, and also on the deve-
lopment of infrastructure of the electric recharge.
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Label EV Plug Alliance:
Website: http://www.evplugalliance.org/en/
Created by Legrand, Schneider Electric and Scame, the target of this label is to create a safe 
recharge by using a dedicated plug as seen below.
- Compliance with rule IEC 61851-1 standard ‘‘Electric vehicle conductive charging system”, IEC 
62196-1 and IEC 62196-2 standard ‘‘Plugs, socket-outlets and vehicle couplers for conductive 
charging of electric vehicles’’.
- Commitment with rigorous testing, guarantees its users a high level of performance and du-
rability.
- Number of operations: 10 000 cycles; Protection degree: IP44D-IK08; Flammability: 960°C-
V0; Temperature range: -40°C/+50°C
EV Ready:
EV Ready is a label created in 2011 by Renault-Nissan and Schneider electric. This label was 
made to create a uniform type of charge in all European Union. Now PSA and Mitsubishi have 
also taken part to this project with more than sixty other companies. All companies working 
in electric vehicle business, such as car makers or recharge makers and others can take part to 
this project. Actually everyone can declare their system EV Ready but in the future this label 
could become something that we have with the EU label and become a warranty of security 
and quality.
4.4. IER
This company is a subsidiary of Bollore group that builds electric recharge stations and also 
some services of car sharing for Autolib and others, like the one used to recharge Autolib (elec-
tric car from Bollore).
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This company sells three different kinds of recharge stations:
IER 985: Is a wall-mounted sharing station for electric vehicles. This recharge system was made 
for indoor parking because some Autolib stations were settled in indoor parking. IER 985 can be 
controlled by network and people can identify themselves with a RFID card.
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IER 981: Recharge station made to recharge Autolib cars in the streets with some special spe-
cifications (rustproof and urban damage proof); this station exists in two different models with 
one and two plugs.
This kind of station can be monitored by the IER 980, which is a recharge management station 
used for car-sharing. This main station can manage six IER 981, customers can easily identify 
themselves with RFID (Multi language interface and video camera inside for surveillance) and 
after that plan a trip with an electric car or in case of trouble take contact directly with a call 
center.
4.5. Renault-Nissan
Infrastructure Project:
QuickDrop and Better Place:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHHvjsFm_88&feature=player_embedded
Better Place is an Israeli society which develops fast changing battery systems; this company 
has an agreement with Renault to recharge as a first step Fluence Z.E in this way and after all 
electric Renault-Nissan cars. The only problem is that they scheduled to sell around 100 000 
electric vehicles but they only sold 1 000. And actually Better Place is in bankrupt of more than 
870 million euros. But Renault continues to trust in this kind of recharge with its own system 
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called QuickDrop, which is the same than Better Place uses; a vehicle goes to a station where 
the empty battery is replaced by another one which is already full. The switch takes less than 
two minutes and allows to the customer not to wait for eight hours to continue their trip. The 
only problem is the implantation of this kind of stations and the investment to develop them. 
One more time the cost is the principal disadvantage; the price for the customer as they need 
to have a subscription which is very expensive, and also the price for the company in order to 
create this kind of service around the country. For now we can only see this kind of stations in 
Israel and also in Denmark.
Save Project:
The Save Project is developed in collaboration with EDF (French electricity company), Total and 
Schneider-Electric. This project is based on developing, in a small area of 400 000 habitants, 
a region where electric vehicles could be driven without any problems. This project started in 
2011 and was run in order to see the need for the customer in the “electric life”. It was the 
largest electric mobility experimentation in France. Every partner had a definite role, Renault 
rented the electric cars, EDF supervised all the electric consummation, Schneider implanted its 
electric recharge and Total put a recharge station in its oil station.
The project ended in 2012, and there were some results: 65 electric vehicles were driven, 180 
electric recharge stations were set up, and two test drivers out of three had ordered an electric 
vehicle after the experimentation. The project allowed to all companies to have a real utilizati-
on result in return which can help them in the future to create more efficient products.
PlugQuest:
PlugQuest is a smartphone application created by Renault to help the ZE customers to locate 
the next battery recharge stations to be built. In this application, the users take a picture and 
locate a place where they would want a recharge station to be built. Other users can do the 
same, or agree with a place someone already has suggested. If enough people locate the same 
place, Renault will implant there a real battery recharge station. This way Renault can answer 
with more efficiency to the needs of the consumers.
Leclerc:
Renault made a partnership with the French supermarket Leclerc to build a recharge station in 
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every market of the company before the year 2015, as in France the majority of supermarkets 
has also a gas station.
4.6. ModuloWatt
Website: http://www.modulowatt.com/
This company develops innovative ways to park and recharge electric cars:
They have developed a parking place with a light alert to let the customers know if the place is 
free or occupied, and that recognize a car automatically, allowing or not to park in this place, 
with the help of the wireless badge in cars to identify them.
They have also developed parking places like the one above with an electric cable to recharge 
electric cars.
The most innovating park/recharge station is one where the car is parked and the recharge will 
be made automatically with a connection between the car and the station (all the information, 
like SOC, and the payment is transferred wireless to the station).
Project:
AMARE: Automatic Mechanical Hooking with Electronic Appointment
Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0U-0Iwt2LWo&feature=player_embedded
This project has the target of creating a common recharge structure between all electric cars 
and making the same kind of recharge that we have with our mobile phones, where one char-
ger can be used in different brand models. At first, a car is parked, is automatically connected 
and starts to recharge. In the case where another car arrives and wants also to recharge the bat-
tery, it will send a message to the first car, which releases a cable that connects automatically to 
the other one. This procedure repeats with every vehicle, allowing for several cars to recharge 
at the same time, as can be seen on the video.
4.7. Bornes Recharges Service
Website: http://www.bornerecharge.fr/societe-en.php
This company was created to help people to install and manage their recharge station at home 
and specially in buildings with a lot of people.
When buying an electric vehicle, a box needs to be put in the house to recharge the car, but 
when living in a building, the other people don´t want to pay for the electrical consummation 
of one person. That is where Bornes Recharges Services can help. They install a wall box in the 
building, and with an identification number they know exactly how much the person consu-
mes and take in charge the communication with the electric network to put this amount in 
the personal bill of the consumer and not in the building community bill. And if someone from 
the building wants to use the recharge station, it´s easy to give them identification number to 
manage their bill and the consummation easily.
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Like Bornes Recharges Services you have Park´n´plug (http://www.parknplug.fr/).
4.8. EVTRONIC
Website: http://www.evtronic.com/index.html
This company was founded six years ago and produces two different kinds of electric recharge.
FAST CHARGING:
BRVE 50 TOTEM:
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BRVE 50 KIOSK:
5. Solar Charge Infrastructure
Solar parking is not a new technology as it is already used in United States in big supermarkets 
to create energy and then use it inside the supermarket or resell it. What is new in the possibili-
ties of using this electrical energy is to use it to recharge electric cars directly.
5.1. Technology
The principle is very simple, solar energy needs to be converted into electrical energy, and since 
the last 20 years this capacity to control solar energy is a complete success and allows to a lot of 
people to reduce their consummation of energy and even if they produce more than they need, 
they can resell the extra energy.
At the beginning, the solar panels capture sunbeam, to optimize the production the panels 
need to be oriented in the right direction and with an efficient angle. This energy will be con-
verted by solar inverters and after stocked. After that, someone uses this energy to recharge 
their car (the company can decide to put normal or fast charger). The sun just provides the 
energy, and after the use of the energy depends on the choices of the company. It needs to be 
noticed that fast charging need special and secure infrastructure.
A solar charge infrastructure can be settled in an area that is electrically completely isolated, 
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because this kind of infrastructure can be self-sufficient. It can also be attached to the electric 
networks of the city if the solar production is not enough for the utilization.
5.2. France
Of course companies that have already worked on solar panels are in majority but we also see 
huge companies like GE (General Electric) working on this kind of recharge. Car manufacturers 
only support some projects but don´t work directly on this kind of recharge infrastructure.
AdvanSolar:
Website: http://www.advansolar.com/
AdvanSolar is a French company based in Nice.
AdvanSolar sells different kind of recharge park station for cars, bikes or simply for computers.
The SUNPOD is the solar charge infrastructure made for cars.
This infrastructure can charge from one to four cars with traditional European outlets 230V/16A 
with IP 44 protection, occupying a surface of 60m2. The roof has an angle of +/- 6 degrees. The 
solar panels have a production capacity of 7,2 Kw. It is also possible to take a vehicle detection 
option. The recharge stations are made by DBT.
Energies-Sol:
Website: http://www.energies-sol.com/station_de_recharche_vehicules_270.htm
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This company, specialized in solar panels, has launched several carport projects.
One project is called eco-synergy for electric vehicles: this carport combines solar and wind 
energy to recharge the batteries where the energy is stocked. For each carport there are two 
places for recharging electric vehicles and, like other recharge stations, electricity can also be 
taken from the urban networks. Customers can be identified by RFID card. Only 45 % of station 
batteries are allowed to be used by the customers, 35 % is used in case of emergency and 20 % 
for saving the capacity of batteries.
Carport Parameters: 6,12m * 2,6m* 4,7m, 230 V, 16A for 50Hz frequency and maximum power 
of 3, 5 kW. The batteries are made in gel-lead and the maximum power is 13, 92 kW for 14, 46 
Vcc of maximal tension. For solar panels the maximum tension is 240Wp for a total power of 
1440Wp. For wind pump, the maximum power for each turbine is 500 W.
5.3. Germany
Belectric:
Website: http://www.belectric.com/en/e-mobility/
Belectric is a German company also based in France, which has created some recharge stations 
around France.
At the beginning Belectric was specialized only in solar panels, but they have started to create 
their own solar carport with their own electric recharge terminal.
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The recharges are very easy to install with their Plug and Play system, so if a recharge terminal 
doesn´t work they can easily switch it. The utilization is also very simple, the system needs just 
to be activated with a RFID badge or a smartphone, and the consummation and the invoicing 
can also be managed on a special website.
All these recharges are delivered inside Belectric Solar carport. The production capacity of the 
solar panels is 4,9 Kw for two car places.
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The utilization of this kind of infrastructure goes like this; it is possible to switch between solar 
energy and electric networks.
Schletter:
Website: http://www.schletter.de/EN/solar-mount-system/carport.html
This German company is similar to Belectric, as it too produces solar recharge stations with 
solar panels and recharge spots. At the beginning this company produced light metal products 
and then diversified their creations with solar panels and after that with solar carports. The 
carports can be done both for individual customers and for parking areas.
5.4. USA
GE ENERGY:
Web site: http://www.inovateussolar.com/ge-carports
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General Electric is one of the most important companies in the world. It works on every seg-
ment that has something to do with electricity, so it is not surprising to see that they are in-
terested in developing the electric vehicle industry. The company develops its own recharge 
stations and now also solar recharge stations in association with Inovateus solar, a solar panel 
company created in 2003, and has several projects around USA with solar panels on industrial 
roofs, for example on IKEA stores.
Both companies decided to start collaboration in late 2011 in order to create a solar carport of 
100 kWh that can recharge 13 electric vehicles. All solar panels needed for solar carport buil-
dings by GE are made by Inovateus solar. Once more the target is to reduce the energy costs 
and if possible, to sell the excess generated energy.
GE gives some helping documents to choose what kind of infrastructure one wants to create. 
In the picture below there are indicated the cost and the productivity of different solar panel 
infrastructures.
It is also possible to see and parameter everything you want to have on the website, in order to 
find the perfect solar carport. It is possible to indicate the location in order to know the insola-
tion and also the number of electric vehicles that one wants to recharge.
Website: http://www.geindustrial.com/solar/solar_carport_calculator.htm
Financial Model:
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GE Solar Carport 8 EV chargers:
GE solar carport started with 425 polycrystalline silicon solar panels which take the sun power. 
After, the energy in DC is switched into AC by GE. Solar Inverters can be managed by commu-
nication networks by the GE personal.
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All this energy is stocked inside GE Lighting Panels and distribute to GE EV Charging Stations 
Watt Station or Wall Mount (pictures and specifications below).
The security of this installation is made by GE’s Ever Gold™ Solar System; these boxes can ea-
sily be switched off in case of problems and also with GE AC Safety where the user can switch 
the system on or off.
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5.5. Solar Carport Project
Zen e-drive:
The target of the project is to extend the number of solar recharge infrastructure, not with a 
cable recharge, but with a battery switch system. The customer arrives, takes off their battery 
pack and replaces it with one already recharged; the empty one will be recharged with the 
energy provided by solar panels or by traditional recharge by cable. This project is made for 
small urban electric vehicles. The car chosen for this project is a C-Zen made by Courb (with a 
12,1 kWh battery capacity that can be charged in 4-6 hours).
VERT:
This project is developed by Renault and EDF. The target is to create an electric vehicle network 
in Réunion (a French island located in the Indian Ocean), based on a solar recharge station. This 
project is essential for an island like Réunion, because this region depends on hydrocarbon. 
Actually there are 50 electric cars testing the project, and the department is starting the second 
step of the project with the construction of a solar recharge.
6. Government’s role
6.1. ADEME (Agence de l’environnement et de la maîtrise de l’énergie) and EDF
ADEME stands for Environment and Energy Management Agency. It’s the same kind of agency 
that we visited in Oulu for the presentation of electric vehicles. This agency made a financial 
support in all projects that I listed above; in some cases this help was around 5 million euros, 
also for big companies like Renault, PSA or Michelin.
Right now the financial help is focused to develop a lot of projects on the management and cre-
ation of new recharge stations like EVER by VEOLIA Environment, CROME by EDF and INFINI 
DRIVE.
INFINI DRIVE: Manages the recharge of all electric vehicles used in postal services, allows the 
cars to recharge when the electricity is at the lowest price of the day and when the electric 
network is not in overloading. This project will edit a book for companies wanting to switch for 
electric vehicles, to help them organize and manage their infrastructure of recharge.
6.2. AUTOLIB
Autolib is a car sharing opportunity present in Paris and in some small cities around. Autolib 
was launched by the municipality of Paris in December 2011 after the success of Velib´ (bike 
sharing in Paris), the principal being exactly the same.
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Price Scale:
- With a subscription of 120 euros a year : 5,5 euros for 30 minutes of use
- With a subscription of 25 euros a month : 6,5 euros for 30 minutes of use
- With a subscription of 10 euros a week : 7 euros for 30 minutes of use
- For one day : 9 euros for 30 minutes of use
Autolib was mainly created for people living in Paris and also for foreign people who want to 
travel around Paris by car during one week or more. There is also the possibility to take a packa-
ge for multi-driver.
After choosing the package that matches the best, the customer can directly take the car in the 
street in an Autolib station or choose to book a car for a trip, which allows to be sure to find a 
car in the chosen station.
The Autolibs are made by Bollore, actually there are approximately 1 800 cars for 4 800 stations 
of park/recharge and 75 000 subscribers around Paris. This service costs to the city of Paris 50 
million euros a year, and in order to be beneficial, the city needs 60 000 annual subscriptions, 
which are actually around 30 100. In Autolib stations there are also park and recharge stations 
for personal electric vehicles.
6.3. Electric Vehicles Politic
The French government helps drivers who want to buy an electric vehicle with a maximum 
bonus of 7 000 euros reduced from the price of the electric vehicle automatically, but it can´t 
be more than 30% of the total price, so the full bonus of 7 000 euros can be touched for electric 
vehicles with a price of more than 21 000 euros. In some regions this help can increase to 8 000 
euros. Another government help is that companies can earn the TVS, the tax on fleet automo-
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tive, if they switch for electric cars. There is also a governmental website to help customers 
wanting to switch their vehicles for electric ones.
In Europe, the politic of French electric vehicles is one of the most motivating ones, but the only 
problem is that outside of Paris and big cities it is quite difficult to find recharge stations, and 
also the opinion of customers about electric cars have not changed at all.
6.4. French EV investments compared to other countries from European Union
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7. Special Project
7.1. EP-TENDER
Website: www.eptender.com
This company, created by Jean-Baptiste Segard, has the target to extend the range of electric 
vehicles, not adding more battery capacity, but adding an external engine, like a trailer.
If an electric vehicle has a range of 100 km and needs an additional range, for instance for a 
holiday or other trips, one may have to wait a long time to recharge the car. To resolve this 
problem, an external engine can be added, which will recharge the empty batteries (the electri-
city produced is 400V for a power of 35kW). The prototype is actually in production and the first 
prototype will be finished in October for being tested.
The target is to launch in 2015 a service of location of this kind of trailers, because purchasing 
this kind of infrastructure could be too expensive for individuals.
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8. Conclusion and Observations
During the redaction of this report about the French market of electric vehicles I noticed that 
France is a country where electric vehicles are actually a small business, but where the govern-
ment, OEM and suppliers are making big efforts in order to make a real start in this industry. 
However, I think the problem with electric vehicles is the vicious circle that they are in because, 
in order to have more electric cars, there is a need to create more electric recharge infrastruc-
tures in the country, and only when companies will start to create more infrastructures, OEM 
starts to sell more cars.
In order to stop this vicious circle and to create a good one, with a real emulation between elec-
tric vehicle sales and the development of more infrastructures around the country, the French 
government is helping customers with considerable bonuses to help purchasing this kind of 
cars. The French government, via the ADEME is also helping companies (OEM, suppliers …) 
to create, innovate and develop new projects, based on the transition for electric vehicles and 
their needs.
I think all countries really need to help customers if they want that there will one day be more 
electric cars than engine cars. This can be seen in Oslo, which is one of the cities in the world 
with the most electric cars, where the city is making free parking spaces for this kind of vehicles 
and is also creating many recharge stations.
Concerning WintEVE project and the possibilities of collaboration, I think the most important 
would be to find a partner for technical aspect in infrastructure, for instance Schneider Electric, 
it is similar to a Finnish company named ENSTO. A partnership with this kind of company could 
help WintEVE to develop the electric recharge stations in Finland and also to test this kind of 
infrastructure in Nordic environment, in order to create emulation for the sales of electric ve-
hicles in the north of the world.
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France has three huge automotive constructors: 
Peugeot, Citroën and Renault. Peugeot and Citroën 
are a same organization in a company named PSA, 
so they have the same project in research and de-
velopment and for Renault it is the same case with 
the Nissan Company.
During this research was noticed that the market 
of the electric car in France is very small but since 
the beginning of this year and the launch of several 
electric vehicles from French car makers the market 
grows up fast but stays still a small business.
